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Dear elected representatives (the Queensland people's employees),

I am writing to strongly object to ANY extension of the "State of emergency" in
Queensland due to the flu.

There are absolutely no grounds or reason to do this.

There are no medical grounds to do this and there is no data or medical evidence to
support this ludicrous intention.

States around Australia and countries around the world are dropping all of the
preposterous flu 'mandates" of masking, vaccination requirements for travel, social
distancing and quarantine.

According to the Queensland government we have met the specified Vaccination goals
so why is an extension required? 

What can be done under a state of emergency that cannot be achieved without it?

Are there people dropping dead in the street from the flu? No.

Are the bodies piling up in the streets? No.

Is this virus that is so horrific in nature you need a test to know you even have it
rampaging unchecked throughout the community causing overflowing hospitals and
anarchy on our streets? No.

The only issues to the health system have been caused by your mismanagement and
ridiculous vaccine requirements for workers in the health service, their refusals to take
said jab and their subsequent standing down/sacking/firing. These are policy blunders
by you people and will not be remedied by any state of emergency extension.

In summary, there is no justification, reason or need to extend the state of emergency
as there is no emergency. If you seek to do so you will be doing so against all of the
evidence data and science available and one could only assume you require this
emergency status to continue using experimental medical therapies that would
otherwise be unable to be used. I cannot for the life of me come to any other
reasonable conclusion. 

Sincerely

Rob Vogel
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